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Electronic Dance Music: Get to Know the Culture 
 

Getting people to understand why this beloved culture is taking music industry by storm 
 

SAN MARCOS, March 7, 2017 – The electronic dance music community is growing 
faster than ever before and is now a dominant part of the American music industry. However, the 
more it grows, the more scrutiny is applied around the term “EDM”. But with persistent 
promoting and reaching out to the public, the EDM community will be better understood than 
ever before.  
 

“Electronic dance music is unlike any other style of music. It brings people together in a 
way that no other genre can because it’s mainly instrumental, so there is no language barriers. 
It’s simply a huge variation of subgenres making beautiful sounds that become a universal 
language to anyone in the world listening.” Said Megan Bandstra, Texas State Junior.   
  

Another huge reason for all the optimism that surrounds this culture comes from the fact 
that out of all genres of music, electronic dance music is one of the most transportable. That’s 
why EDM DJs are the main headliners for these huge music festivals around the world.   
 
  “I promote for AfterDark Events which primarily hosts EDM shows here in San Marcos. 
Over the past few years, simply by reaching out to the public and constantly promoting on social 
media, our music events are selling out like never before. It definitely has a lot to do with how 
popular the EDM scene is growing amongst college students and millennials in general for that 
matter.” Said Kevin Rodriguez, promoter for AfterDark Entertainment.  
 

The Austin/San Marcos area is a huge market for EDM promotion. With the right team 
and right resources, it can be better understood by an even wider audience. EDM music offers 
such a huge variety of subgenres, ranging from house and trance to grime and bass. EDM is now 
simply an “umbrella term” because there are dozens of dance genres within it. That means 
there’s guaranteed to be a style for everyone to love.  
 

“The term ‘EDM’ can no longer do justice to this music industry. It has become so much 
bigger than that.” Bandstra said.  
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